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1. INTRODUCTION 
Reineck in [l] analyzed a collection of flows arising from ecological models via the Conley index 
theory and connection matrix. He discussed the existence of trajectories joining critical points for 
these ecological systems with two species and especially, he gave a fairly complete description of 
the behavior though simple connection matrix calculation, though the behavior is quite compli- 
cated. In this paper, we generalize part of his results to the ecological systems with three species 
and prove the existence of the trajectories joining critical points by constructing the index pair 
for the isolated invariant set and using the Conley index theory [2,3]. In Section 2, we give our 
main results. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Consider a system of equations which models three populations 
2’ = F(G Y, z), 
Y’ = G(G Y, 21, 
z’ = H(s, y, 2). 
(1) 
We describe the conditions on F(z, y, z), G(z, y, z), and H(s, y, z). 
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Figure 2. 
Consider the curve y = U(Z) (x 2 0) ( see Figure 1) such that u’(z) > 0 and u”(z) < 0 for z > 0, 
U(O) = 0, u’(0) = +oo, and lim,,, U(X) = r. We rotate y = u(x) about ox-axis, and then we 
get a surface of rotation W. In (x, y, z) space, let P (Figure 2a) be W which opens upward, that 
is: 
(1) Consider the surface P in Figure 2a. Specifically: 
(a) P has a vertex at (xp,, ypO, tpO), where XP,, > 0, yp,, > 0, zp,, > 0; 
(b) P does not intersect the plane x = 0 and the plane y = 0; 
(c) the set {(x,Y, ~1 I F(x,y,z) = 0) consists of the plane x = 0 and the surface P. We 
have F(x, y, z) > 0 if x < 0, and if x > 0, we have F(x, y, z) < 0 if (x, y, z) is outside 
of P and F(x,y,z) > 0 if (x,y, z) is inside of P. 
(2) G(z, y, z) and H(x, y, z) look like F(y, z, x) and F(z, 2, y), respectively, where F(x, y, z) is 
as above. That is, there are surfaces Q (Figure 2b) which open forward and R (Figure 2c) 
which open to the right. Q has a vertex at (XQ,,, yQa, zQo), where xQo > 0, yQo > 0, 
ZQ,, > 0. G(x, y,z) is 0 on Q and on the plane y = 0, G(x,y, z) is positive inside Q and 
(3) We assume that P, Q, and R have transverse intersection. 
(4) F(z, y, z), G(z,y, z), and H(z, y, z) are Cl, so we get a C’ flow. 
(5) Note that for MS big and MI > 0, every boundary point of the set 
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on the left of the plane y = 0, and G(z, y, z) is negative elsewhere; R has a vertex at 
(zh,y~,,, ZR~), where zh > 0, ye,, > 0, ZR~ > 0. H(z,y, z) is 0 on R and on the plane 
t = 0, H(z, y, z) is positive inside R and behind the plane z = 0, and H(z, y, z) is negative 
elsewhere. 
N = {(z,y,z) I -Ml I ~,Y,z I M2) 
leaves N immediately in backward time and flows into the interior of N in forward time. 
It follows that N is an isolating neighborhood for some set (contained in the first octant). 
We assume that the rest points form a Morse decomposition of I(N), where I(N) denotes 
isolated invariant set of N. Thus we are not only ruling out periodic orbits, but other 
invariant sets, e.g., invariant tori. 
In the following, we denote the points by A, B, C, . . . , the planes by a, b, c, . . . and the lines 
by lab, lbc, . . . . 
THEOREM. Assume that F(x, y,z), G(x, y,z), and H(x, y,z) are as above. P n Q n R consists 
of four points 2(x2, yz, zz), 3(x3, y3, z3), 4(x4, y4, z4), and 5(25,y5,25) (see Figure 3). Moreover, 
we assume that 
(I) XP, = X&, ZQO = PRO > *PO 7 yRo < yQo < yPo ; 
(2) x2 > 24 > XP, > x5 > 531 yQo < y5 < y2 < y4 < y3 < yPo, 22 > z3 > zRo > .Z5 > Z4. 
Then there exist trajectories joining critical points 3 and l(0, 0, 0), 3 and 2, 4 and 1, 4 and 2, 
5 and 3, 5 and 4, respectively. 
PROOF. First of all, we construct the index pairs for the critical points. 
First, we construct an index pair for the critical point l(0, 0,O). Let 
Ni = {(x, y, z) 1 --E I X, y, I I E, where E is a small constant}; 
Figure 3. 
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then every boundary point of the set Ni leaves Ni immediately in backward time and flows into 
the interior of Ni in forward time. Moreover, only the critical point l(0, 0,O) is contained in Ni. 
Therefore, Ni is an isolating neighborhood for the critical point 1 and (Ni, I$) is an index pair 
for this critical point. Hence, h(1) = co. 
Second, we construct an index pair for the critical point 2. In the neighborhood of the critical 
point 2, we choose a point A such that 
(1) A is inside of R, outside of P, and outside of Q; 
(2) XA > X2, YP,, > !/A > Y2r ZRo < ZA < z2; 
(3) if we let a denote the plane x = zA, b denote the plane z = ZA, and d denote the 
plane y = yA, and let DI be a point which belongs to R fl lad (= a n d) such that 
zD1 > ZA, then ZD, < 22. 
If we let 02 be the intersection of P and lad, then zD1 > z2 since zA > x2. In the line lab(= of%), 
we choose a point B such that 
(1) B is inside of R (we can realize this by properly choosing the point A), and 
(2) Y5 < YB < Y2; 
then B is inside of Q. Let c be the plane y = ye and Ds be a point which belongs to Q n l,, 
such that zDB > ZB. Since YB < ys and XB = zA > X2, z& > Z2. We choose a point D E l,, 
such that 22 < Zg < min{ZD,, Z&} and let e denote the plane z = 20; then there is a point 
El E &(= d n e) such that 
(I) X3 < XE1 < X2; 
(2) if we let fi denote the plane x = xE1, then the region in the plane b bounded by lb,,, &, /bc, 
and lbfl is completely inside of R. (Since A and B are inside of R, we can realize this. 
Moreover, the point E satisfying 52 > 23 > XE, has properties (1) and (2) also.) 
There is a point Es E I& (= d fl e) such that 
(1) X3 < XE2 < X2; 
(2) if we let fs denote the plane x = x&, then the region in the plane c bounded by l,,, 
l,,, lcb? and lcf2 is completely inside of Q. (Since B is inside of Q and ZD < z& implies 
that D is also inside of Q, we can realize this by adjusting the point D. Moreover, the 
point E satisfying 22 > zE > x& has properties (1) and (2) also.) 
There is a point Es E I&(= d fl e) such that 
(I) X3 < XE3 < X2; 
(2) if we let fs denote the plane x = x&, then the region in the plane e bounded by l,,, I,,, 
led, and lefx is completely outside of R. (Since ZD > 22, yD = yB < yz, D is outside of R. 
we can realize this because zD1 < ~2. Moreover, the point E satisfying 22 > xE > z& 
has properties (1) and (2) also.) 
So we can choose a point E such that xE = max{xE,, x,!$,x&}, and then 2s < zE < x2. 
Let f denote the plane x = zE; we then get the rectangular parallelepiped Ni (see Figure 4a) 
bounded by the planes a, b, c, d, e, and f. Let a’, . . . , f’ be the surfaces of Ni where a’, . . . , f’ 
are the rectangular regions in a,. . . , f, respectively. From the process of the construction, we 
know that 
(1) X3 < XE < X2 < XA, y5 < YB < y2 < YA, Z4 < zRo < ZA < %2 < ZD, SO there iS Only the 
critical point 2 in Ni. 
(2) Since A is outside of P, zB < zD < zD1 and YA < ypor a’ is completely outside of P. 
From 5s < xE < x2, we know that f must intersect P. we get that ys < ye < yz 
and 22 > 2~ = ZA > zpo from the choice of the point B, and therefore, lbC n f and 
l,, Cl f are inside of P; lbd fl f and lbe fl f are also inside of P since yz < YA < ypO and 
22 > ZA > zp,,. Hence, f’ is completely inside of P. We know that b’ is completely inside 
of R, c’ is completely inside of Q, and e’ is completely outside of R according to the choice 
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(a) 
Figure 4. 
(b) 
of the point E. Since A is outside of Q and Z,J > ZR~ = ZQ~, d’ is completely outside 
of Q. Since a’ is outside of P, every point of a’ flows into the interior of Nl immediately 
in forward time. Similarly, we can prove that every point of b’ U c’ U d’ U e’ U f’ flows 
into the interior of Nl immediately in forward time. It follows that Nl is an isolating 
neighborhood for the critical point 2. Therefore, (Nl, 4) is an index pair for the critical 
point 2, and hence, h(2) = co. 
Third, we construct an index pair for the critical point 3. In the neighborhood of the critical 
point 3, we choose a point A such that 
(1) A is inside of R, outside of P, and outside of Q; 
(2) ZA < $3, YR, > YA > Y3> ZR,, < ZA < Z3; 
(3) if we let a denote the plane x = XA, b denote the plane z = ZA, and d denote the 
plane y = yA, and let D1 be a point which belongs to R n lad (= a f~ d) such that 
tD1 > ZA, then ZD, < Z3. 
If we let 02 be the intersection of P and lad, then zDZ > zs since XA < x3. In the line l,b (= anb), 
we choose a point B such that 
(1) B is inside of R (we can realize this by properly choosing the point A), and 
(2) Y5 < YB < Y3; 
then B is inside of Q. Let c be the plane y = yB and 03 be a point which belongs to Q fl l,, 
such that z& > ZB. Since yB < y3 and by adjusting the point B, we can make zDB > 23. we 
choose a point D E l,, such that zs < %D < min{zD,, z&} and let e denote the plane z = ZD; 
then there is a point El E lde (= d n e) such that 
(1) 53 < xE1 < x2; 
(2) if we let fi denote the plane x = XE~, then the region in the plane b bounded by lbar l&, 
I&, and lbf, is completely inside of R. (Since A and B are inside of R, we can realize this. 
Moreover, the point E satisfying 33 < XE < XE1 has properties (1) and (2) also.) 
There is a point Ez E lde (= d n e) such that 
(1) 23 < XEz < 22; 
(2) if we let f2 denote the plane x = x&, then the region in the plane d bounded by ldar lde, 
l&, and ldfi is completely outside of Q. (Since A is outside of Q and yA > y3 and %A < z3, 
we can realize this. Moreover, the point E satisfying x3 < XE < x& has properties (1) 
and (2) also.) 
There is a point Es E I& (= d fl e) such that 
(1) 
(2) if we let fs denote the plane x = x&, then the region in the plane e bounded by l,,, l,,, 
led? and Lf3 iS COrIqhely outside Of R. (%xX! ZD > Z3 > ZD1 , YD = YB < ys, D is outside 
of R. Therefore, we can realize this. Moreover, the point E satisfying x3 < 5’~ < x& has 
properties (1) and (2) also.) 
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So we can choose a point E E l& such that zE = min{xg,, x&, x3,); then 23 -C XE < x2. 
Letting f be the plane x = xE, we then get the rectangular parallelepiped Ni (see Figure 4b) 
bounded by the planes a, b, c, d, e, and f. Let a’, . . . , f’ be the surfaces of Ni where a’, . . . , f 
are the rectangular regions. From the process of the construction, we know that 
(1) zA < X3 < XE < X2, y5 < yB < y3 < yA, Z4 < zRO < ZA < 2’3 < ZD, SO there iS Only the 
critical point 3 in Ni. 
(2) Since A iS outside of P, zB < zD < z&, and yA < ypO, a’ is completely outside of P. 
Since x3 < XE < x2, f must intersect P. We know that y5 < yB < y3 and Z&, < Zg = 
ZA < zs from the choice of the point B. Therefore, lbC n f and l,, n f are inside of P; 
l&j fl f and lbe II f are also inside of P since ys < PA < ypO and zp, < ZA < ~3. Hence, 
f’ is completely inside of P. We know that b’ is completely inside of R, d’ is completely 
outside of Q, and e’ is completely outside of R according to the choice of the point E. 
Since B and D are inside of Q, c’ is completely inside of Q. Since a’ is outside of P and f’ 
is inside of P, every point of a’ U f’ leaves Ni immediately in forward time. Similarly, 
we can prove that every point of b’ U c’ U d’ U e’ flows into the interior of Ni immediately 
in forward time. It follows that Ni is an isolating neighborhood for the critical point 3. 
Therefore, (Ni, a’ U f’) is an index pair for the critical point 3, and hence h(3) = xi. We 
denote Ni by A3&3oC30D30 - A31B31C31D31. 
Fourth, we construct an index pair for the critical point 4. In the neighborhood of the critical 
point 4, we choose a point A such that 
(1) A is inside of R, outside of P, and outside of Q; 
(2) XA > X4, yPO > yA > y4, ZR,, > ZA > z4 > ZPo ; 
(3) if we let a denote the plane x = zA, b denote the plane z = %A, and d denote the 
plane y = yA, and let D1 be a point which belongs to R fl lad (= a fl d) such that 
ZD, < s/,, then zj,, > 24. 
In the line lab(= a n b), we choose a point B such that 
(1) B is inside of R (we can realize this by properly choosing the point A), and 
(2) y5 < yB < y4; 
then B is inside of Q. Let c be the plane y = yB and D2 be a point which belongs to Q n l,, such 
that Z& < ~4. Let Ds E Pnc such that Z& = min{zu 1 U E PO c}. We choose a point D E l,, 
such that max{ZD,, z&} < sD < ~4; then D is inside of Q and outside of R. Let e denote the 
plane z = ZD; then there is a point El E l&(= d fl e) such that 
(I) X5 < XE1 < X4; 
(2) if we let fl denote the plane x = XE~, then the region in the plane b bounded by lba, lbd, 
&, and lbfl is completely inside of R. (Since A and B are inside of R and ZA > ~4, we can 
realize this. Moreover, the point E satisfying x4 > xE > xE1 has properties (1) and (2) 
also.) 
There is a point Ez E I& (= d fl e) such that 
(1) X5 < XEz < X4; 
(2) if we let fi denote the plane x = z&, then the region in the plane c bounded by l,,, I,,, 
lcb, and Lf, is completely inside of Q. (Since B and D are inside of Q, we can realize 
this by adjusting the point D. Moreover, the point E satisfying 24 > zE > x_& has 
properties (1) and (2) also.) 
There is a point Es E I&(= d n e) such that 
(1) X5 < 23% < X4; 
(2) if we let f3 denote the plane x = X&, then the region in the plane e bounded by l,,, l,,, 
led, and Lg, is completely outside of R. (Since %D < sD1, we can realize this. Moreover, 
the point E satisfying x4 > zE > z& has properties (1) and (2) also.) 
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Figure 5. 
So we can choose a point E such that xE = max{x~,,xE2,zE3}; thenxs <XE <x4. Let f 
denote the plane z = XE; we then get the rectangular parallelepiped IV1 (see Figure 5a) bounded 
by the planes a, b, c, d, e, and f. Let a’, . . . , f’ be the surfaces of Nr where a’, . . . , f’ are the 
rectangular regions in a,. . . , f, respectively. From the process of the construction, we know that 
(b) 
(1) 
(2) 
x5 < xE < x4 < xA, yB < y4 < yA, zD < z4 < zA < zRO, so there is only the critical 
point 4 in Ni. 
Since A is outside of P and outside of Q, a’ is completely outside of P and d’ is outside of Q. 
We get that b’ is completely inside of R, c’ is completely inside of Q, and e’ is completely 
outside of R from the choice of the point E. Since 2s < xE < x4, f must intersect P. 
Since y5 < yB < y4r ZP,, < ZB = ZA, yP0 > yA > yB, and ZD > m={zD2,zDS}, We 
get that f’ is completely inside of P. Since b’ is inside of R and e’ is outside of R, 
every point of b’ U e’ leaves Nr immediately in forward time. Similarly, we can prove 
that every point of a’ U c’ U d’ U f’ flows into the interior of Nr immediately in forward 
time. It follows that Nr is an isolating neighborhood for the critical point 4. Therefore, 
(Ni, b’ U e’) is an index pair for the critical point 4, and hence, h(4) = x1. We denote Nr 
by &o&oC4oD40 - A41&rC4rD41. 
Fifth, we construct an index pair for the critical point 5. In the neighborhood of the critical 
point 5, we choose a point A such that 
(1) A is outside of P, inside of R, and outside of Q; 
(2) xA < x5, y5 < yA < y4r z5 < ZA < PRO; 
(3) if we let a denote the plane x = xA, b denote the plane z = ZA, and d denote the 
plane y = yA, and let DI be a point which belongs to R fl l& (= a n d) such that 
tD1 < Z,Z,, then ZD, > Z5. 
In the line lab (= a n b), we choose a point B such that 
(1) B is inside of R (we can realize this by properly choosing the point A), and 
(2) ys - & < yB < ~5, where E is a small constant; 
then B is inside of Q. Let c be the plane y = ye and Ds be a point which belongs to Q II l,, 
such that ZD2 < ~5 and Ds E P f~ c such that s& = min{zu ) U E P n c}. We choose a point 
D E l,, such that maX{ZD,, zD,} < ZD < z5 and let e denote the plane z = so; then there is a 
point El E l& (= d fl e) such that 
(1) x5 < xE1 < x4; 
(2) if we let fi denote the plane x = XE,, then the region in the plane b bounded by lh, l~, 
lb=, and lbfl is completely inside of R. (Since A and B are inside of R, we can realize this. 
Moreover, the point E satisfying x5 < xE < z& has properties (1) and (2) also.) 
There is a point Es E I&(= d n e) such that 
(1) x5 < x32 < x4; 
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(2) if we let f2 denote the plane x = x&, then the region in the plane d bounded by Ida, &, 
ldb, and ldfa is completely outside of Q. (Since A is outside of Q, 9~ > y5, and zA > zs, 
we can realize this. Moreover, the point E satisfying 25 < XE < x& has properties (1) 
and (2) also.) 
There is a point Es E I&(= d fl e) such that 
(I) X5 < XE3 <X4; 
(2) if we let f3 denote the plane x = x& , then the region in the plane e bounded by l,,, 
l,,, led, and lef3 is completely outside of R. (Since zD < zs < z&, we can realize this. 
Moreover, the point E satisfying 25 < XE < z& has properties (1) and (2) also.) 
So we can choose a point E E lde such that XE = max{Xg,, XE2, XE3}, then 2s < XE < x4. 
Let f be the plane x = XE; we then get the rectangular parallelepiped Ni (see Figure 5b) bounded 
by the planes a, b, c, d, e, and f. Let a’, . . . , f’ be the surfaces of Ni where a’, . . . , f’ are the 
rectangular regions. From the process of the construction, we know that 
(1) zA < X5 < XE < X4, YB < 5/5 < YA, ZD < 25 < ZA < ZRo, SO there iS Only the Critical 
point 5 in Ni. 
(2) a’ is completely outside of P since A is. Since B is inside of Q and zg > z&, c’ is inside 
of Q. We get that b’ is inside of R, d’ is outside of Q, and e’ is outside of R from the 
choice of the point E. Since x5 < zE < x4, f must intersect P. Because ys - & < yB < y5, 
ZA > ZRor and zD > z&, f’ is completely inside of P. In forward time, every point of 
a’ U f’ U b’ U e’ leaves Ni immediately and every point of c’ U d’ flows into the interior 
of Ni immediately. It follows that Nr is an isolating neighborhood for the critical point 
5. Therefore, (Nr, a’ U f’ U b’ U e’) is an index pair for the critical point 5, and hence, 
h(5) = x2. 
Next, we prove the existence of trajectories joining the critical points. 
First, we prove there exist trajectories joining the critical points 3 and 2. In the neighborhood 
of the critical point 2, we choose a point A such that 
(1) A is inside of R, outside of P, and outside of Q; 
(2) XA > m={X2,X3'jT YPo > YA > Y3, ZRo < ZA < Z3, where 3’ is the symmetry of 3 
about x = xp,; 
(3) let a denote the plane x = XA, b denote the plane z = ZA, and d denote the plane y = YA. 
If we let Vi E R rl d such that ZU, = max{zu 1 U E R n d} and DI be the intersection 
of P and lad, then ZD1 > z~,. In the line lbd(= b n d), we choose a point A’ which is the 
symmetry of A about x = xpo and let f be the plane x = 2~1. We choose a point B in &,b 
such that 
(1) B is inside of R (we can realize this by adjusting the point A); 
(2) YQa < YB < Y2; 
(3) if we let c be y = yB, If, intersects Q in two points, Uz is the point satisfying that 
ZU, > ZA’, then zu2 > ZU, . 
So B is inside of Q and we can choose a point D such that 22 < ZU, < ZD < min{ZD,, ZIJ,} 
in lf,j. Letting e be the plane z = zD, then we get a rectangular parallelepiped Ni (see Figure 6a) 
bounded by the planes a, b, c, d, e, and f. Let a’, . . . , f’ be the surfaces of Ni where a’, . . . , f’ 
are the rectangular regions. From the process of the construction, we know that 
(1) zA3’ <X3 <X2 < XA, YB < y2 < y3 < YA, ZRo < ZA < Z3 < Z2 < ZD,SO there are Only the 
critical points 2 and 3 in Ni. 
(2) Since A is outside of P and zD < z&, a’ is completely outside of P. Since f’ is the 
symmetry of a’ about x = xp,, , f’ is also outside of P. Since A’ and A are outside of Q 
and z/, > z,& = ZQo, d’ is outside of Q. Since B and B’ are inside of Q (where B’ 
is the symmetry of B about x = xpo) and zD < ZU~, c’ is inside of Q. Since A, A’, 
B, and B’ are inside of R, b’ is also. From zD > zul, we know that e’ is completely 
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Figure 6. 
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outside of R. In forward time, every point of f’ leaves Ni immediately and every point 
of a’ub’uc’~d’Ue’ flows into the interior of Ni. Therefore, Ni is an isolating neighborhood 
of I(Ni) where I(Ni) is invariant set of Ni. (Nr , f’) is an index pair for I(Ni), and 
hence, h(T(Ni)) = 0. Since h(3U 2) = h(3) V h(2) = c’ V co # 0, there exist trajectories 
joining 3 and 2 according to [3]. 
Second, we prove there exist trajectories joining the critical points 4 and 2. In the neighborhood 
of the critical point 2, we choose a point A such that 
(1) A is outside of P, outside of R, and outside of Q; 
(2) XA > x2; letting a denote the plane x = XA and ui E a n Q such that yul = max{yo ] 
U E a II Q}, then YA > max(y4, yul}; zp; > ZA > max{zz, q}, where PA and 4’ are the 
symmetries of PO and 4 about z = z&,, respectively. 
Let b denote the plane z = ZA and d denote the plane y = yA. we choose a point B in lab such 
that 
(1) B is inside of Q; 
(2) Y5 < YB < Yz. 
Let c be y = YB, and A’ and B’ be the symmetries of A and B about z = z&,, respectively; 
then A’ and B’ are outside of R and B’ is inside of Q. Let e be the plane z = 2~‘. There is a 
point E E I& such that 
(I) X5 < XE < X4. 
(2) Let f denote x = XE; then the region in the plane c bound by l,,, &, I,,, and lfC is 
completely inside of Q (since B and B’ are inside of Q, zn > ~2, and znl < ZQ, we 
can realize this), and the region in the plane b bounded by lab, l& l& lfb is completely 
outside of R. Then we get a rectangular parallelepiped Ni (see Figure 6b) bounded by 
the planes a, b, c, d, e, and f. Let a’, . . . , f’ be the surfaces of Ni where a’, . . . , f’ are the 
rectangular regions. From the process of the construction, we know that 
(1) XE < X4 < X2 < X,4, YB < Y2 < Y4 < YA, ZA’ < Zq < 22 < ZA, SO there are Only the 
critical points 2 and 4 in Ni. 
(2) a’ is completely outside of P since A is. Since yA > yul, d’ is outside of Q. From 
the choice of E, we know b’ and e’ are outside of R and c’ is inside of Q. Since 
x5 < XE < x4, f must intersect P, and since y.5 < YB < ys and ZA’ > zp,,, f'is inside 
of P. In forward time, every point of e’ leaves Ni and every point of a’U b’~c’Ud’~ f’ 
flows into the interior of Ni immediately. Therefore, Ni is an isolating neighborhood 
of I(Ni) where I(N i is an invariant set of Ni. (Nl, e’) is an index pair for I(Ni), ) 
and hence h(l(Ni)) = 0. Since h(4 U 2) = h(4) V h(2) = x1 V co # 6, there exist 
trajectories joining 4 and 2 according to [3]. 
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Third, we prove there exist trajectories joining the critical points 5 and 4. In the neighborhood 
of the critical point 4, we choose a point A such that 
(1) A is inside of R, outside of P, and outside of Q; 
(2) XA > m={247z5r}F YPo > YA > 94, GZo > zA > 25, where 5’ is the symmetry of 5 
about x = x:p,. 
Let a denote the plane x = zA, b denote the plane z = ZA, and d denote the plane y = YA. We 
choose a point A’ in 1~ such that A’ is the symmetry of A about x = xcpO, and then A’ is inside 
of R, outside of P, and outside of Q. Letting f be the plane x = XA’, then we choose a point B’ 
in lbf such that 
(1) B’ is inside of R (we can realize this by adjusting the point A); 
(2) yQo <’ yB’ < ys, then B’ is inside of Q, and the point B which is the symmetry of B’ 
about x = xp,, is inside of R and inside of Q; 
(3) if we let Vi E R n d such that ZU, = min{ zLr 1 U E R fl d}, c be the plane y = ys, and Us 
which belongs to Q II lfC be the point satisfying that ZU, < 24, then zu2 < zul. 
c 
1 
A' 
Figure 7. 
(b) 
D’ 
In lfC we can choose a point D such that zuZ < ZD < minjzu,, 24). Letting e be the plane 
t = ZD, then we get a rectangular parallelepiped Ni (see Figure 7a) bounded by the planes a, b, 
c, d, e, and f. Let a’, . . . , f’ be the surfaces of Ni where a’, . . . , f’ are the rectangular regions. 
From the process of the construction, we know that 
(1) 
’ (2) 
XA’ < x5 < 24 < XA, YB’ < 515 < y4 < YA’, zD < t4 < z5 < zA, so there are only the 
critical points 4 and 5 in Ni. 
Since A and A’ are outside of P and outside of Q, a’ and f’ are completely outside of P 
and d’ is completely outside of Q. Since ZD < zu,, e’ is outside of R. Since B and B’ are 
inside of Q and ZD > ZU~, c’ is inside of Q. Since A, A’, B, and B’ are inside of R, b’ is 
also. In forward time, every point of b’ Ue’ U f’ leaves Ni and every point of a’ UC’ Ud’ flows 
into the interior of Ni immediately. Therefore, Ni is an isolating neighborhood of I(iVi) 
where I(Ni) is the invariant set of Ni and (Nr , b’ U e’ U f') is an index pair for I(Ni), and 
hepce, h(l(Ni)) = 0. S ince h(5 U 4) = h(5) V h(4) = x2 V c’ # 0, there exist trajectories 
joining 5 and 4 according to [3]. 
Fourth, we prove there exist trajectories joining the critical points 5 and 3. In the neighborhood 
of the critical point 5, we choose a point A such that 
(1) 
(4 
A is insidesof P, outside of R, and outside of Q; 
xp, > .%A > 25. Letting a denote the plane x’= zA and vi E a rl Q such that yu, = 
max{yu 1 U E a n Q}, then yA > yul; ZP,, < ZA < min{zsf , q,}, where 3’ is the symmetry 
Of 3 about 2 = zRO. 
, 
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Let b denote the plane z = zA, d denote the plane y = yA, and e denote the plane I = z,J’, 
where A’ is the symmetry of A about z = z&,. We choose a point D’ in I& such that D’ is 
outside of P. Letting f denote x = XD’, then we can choose a point B in lt,f such that 
(1) B is inside of Q; 
(2) ys - E < yn < ys, where E is a small constant. 
Let c be the plane y = YB. Then we get a rectangular parallelepiped Ni (see Figure 7b) bounded 
by the planes a, b, c, d, e, and f. Let a’, . . . , f’ be the surfaces of Ni where a’, . . . , f’ are the 
rectangular regions. From the process of the construction, we know that 
(1) 
(2) 
xpo > XA > 25 > 23 > XD~, YB < y5 < y3 < yA, zA < .z5 < q < zA', SO there are only 
the critical points 3 and 5 in Nr. 
b’ and e’ are completely outside of R since A and A’ are. Since A and A’ are outside of Q 
and yA > yu, , d’ is outside of Q. f’ is outside of P since D’ is, and c’ is inside of Q since B 
is. Since xpO > XA > X5, a’ must intersect P. Since y5 - E < yB < y5 and zpO < zA < 
min{zst, zs}, a’ is inside of P. In forward time, every point of a’u f’ue’ leaves Nr and every 
point of b’ U c’ U d’ flows into the interior of Ni immediately. Therefore, Ni is an isolating 
neighborhood of I(Nr) where T(Ni) is the invariant set of Ni, (Ni, a’ u f’ u e’) is an index 
pair for I(Ni), and hence, h(l(Ni)) = 0. S’ mce h(5 U 3) = h(5) V h(3) = C” V C’ # 0, 
there exist trajectories joining 5 and 3 according to [3]. 
Fifth, we prove there exist trajectories joining 3 and 1. Let 
and 
where Asi, Csi, 031, and Dsc are the boundary points of the isolating neighborhood of 3. 
In the forward time, it is easy to see that every point of NO leaves Ni and other boundary 
points flow into the interior of Ni immediately. So Ni is an isolating neighborhood of I(Nr) 
and (Ni, No) (see Figure 8a) is an index pair for this set. Therefore, h(l(Ni)) = 0. Since 
h(3 U 1) = h(3) V h(1) = x1 V co # 0, there exist trajectories joining 3 and 1 according to [3]. 
(4 
Figure 8. 
(b) 
Finally, we prove there exist trajectories joining 4 and 1. Let 
and 
No = ((2, YT ZA.m) 1 XA 41 5 X 5 XAar YBx, 5 Y < YAa), 
where A40, B40, A41, and D40 are the boundary points of the isolating neighborhood of 4. 
In the forward time, it is easy to see that every point of NO leaves Nr, and other boundary 
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points flow into the interior of IV1 immediately. So IV1 is an isolating neighborhood of I(Nl) 
and (Nl,N,-,) (see Figure 8b) is an index pair for this set. Therefore, h(l(Nl)) = 0. Since 
h(4 u 1) = h(4) V h(1) = x1 V co # 6, there exist trajectories joining 4 and 1 according to [3]. 
Hence, we prove this theorem. 
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